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Abstract. We introduce the epistemic extension, a logic transforma-
tion based on the modal logic AIK (All I Know) for use in the frame-
work of Logical Concept Analysis (LCA). The aim is to allow for the
distinction between negation, opposition, and possibility in a unique for-
malism. The difference between negation and opposition is examplified
by the difference between “young/not young” and “young/old”. The dif-
ference between negation and possibility is examplified by the difference
between “(certainly) not young” and “possibly not young”. Furthermore
this epistemic extension entails no loss of genericity in LCA.

1 Introduction

Many have felt the need to extend Formal Concept Analysis in various
ways: valued attributes, partially ordered attributes, graph patterns, 3-valued
contexts, distinction between negation and opposition, etc. Often a new and
specific solution was proposed: conceptual and logical scales [Pre97], 3-valued
contexts [Obi02], two different negation operators [Wil00, Kan05], etc.

We have introduced Logical Concept Analysis [FR00] in order to have a frame-
work that could cover as many extensions as possible by simply changing the logic
used to describe objects. Other authors have proposed similar frameworks where
they talk about partial orderings of patterns instead of logics [CM00, GK01]. In-
deed our logics can be seen as partial orderings, but we emphasize the use of
the term logic as this brings useful notions like the distinction between syntax
and semantics, reasoning through entailment or subsumption, and important
properties like consistency and completeness. Moreover this makes available the
numerous existing logics, and the theory and practice that comes with them.

We have already applied LCA to various logics for querying and navigating
in logical information systems [FR04] (e.g., combinations of string patterns, in-
tervals over numbers and dates, custom taxonomies, functional programming
types). We further support its capabilities by showing how an existing modal
logic, AIK, can be used to represent at the same time complete and incom-
plete knowledge (Closed World Assumption and distinction beteeen certain and
possible facts), and the distinction between negation and opposition. The re-
sult is something more expressive than existing extensions of FCA, because for
each object one can express certain and possible facts, these facts being ex-
pressed in an almost arbitrary logic whose negation plays the role of opposition;
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and three levels of negation allow for distinguishing certainly/possibly true/false
normal/opposite properties of objects. For example it becomes possible to distin-
guish between “possibly not young” (possibility), “certainly not young” (usual
negation), and “old”, i.e., “opposite of young” (opposition). All these distinctions
are quite important when querying a context.

Section 2 presents useful preliminaries about Logical Concept Analysis (LCA),
and the modal logic All I Know (AIK). Section 3 explains the ambiguity that
lies in the interpretation of negation. Section 4 then gives a solution based on
the logic AIK for distinguishing (usual) negation and opposition. Section 5 goes
further in the use of the logic AIK in order to distinguish certainty and possibility.
In Section 6 the logic AIK is replaced by a logic transformation in order to retain
the genericity of LCA, and to simplify the use of AIK. Finally we compare our
solution to related works in Section 7, before concluding.

2 Preliminaries

This paper is based on Logical Concept Analysis (LCA) where the logic is a
modal logic called AIK (All I Know). As preliminaries, we first recall some
definitions of LCA, and differences to FCA. Then we introduce the logic AIK
with an emphasis on its semantics as it is crucial in the rest of the paper.

2.1 Logical Concept Analysis

Logical Concept Analysis (LCA) [FR00] has been introduced in order to allow for
richer object descriptions, and to bring in automated reasoning when deciding
whether an object belongs to a concept or not. The principle is to replace sets
of attributes (object descriptions and intents) by the formulas of an “almost
arbitrary logic”. The kind of logics we consider is defined as follows.

Definition 1 (logic). A logic (in LCA) is made of

– a syntax or language, i.e., a set L of formulas,
– a set of operations like conjunction (�, binary), disjunction (�, binary),

negation (¬, unary), tautology (�, nullary), and contradiction (⊥, nullary),
– a semantics, i.e., a set of interpretations I, and a binary relation |= (“is a

model of”) between interpretations and formulas,
– a subsumption relation �, which decides whether a formula is subsumed (“is

more specific/less general”) than another formula. Its intended meaning is
that f � g iff every model of f is also a model of g.

We also define M(f) as a shorthand for {i ∈ I | i |= f}, i.e., the set of models
of the formula f .

This definition is quite large, and covers most existing languages and semantics
in logic. There are two differences with the usual presentation of logics. Firstly,
logical operations (e.g., conjunction, negation) are not necessarily connectors
in the language, which makes them more general. For example, if formulas are
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intervals, then the conjunction is the intersection on intervals. Secondly, the
left argument of the entailment relation (subsumption) is restricted to a single
formula instead of a set of formulas. This makes subsumption a generalization
ordering, hence its name, which is crucial for use in concept analysis.

In LCA it is possible to look at logics only as partial orderings, and to forget
about semantics. However semantics plays an important role when defining and
reasoning about logics, like in this paper. This is why we introduce it above,
and in the following we define the relation we usually expect between logical
operations, subsumption, and semantics, i.e. consistency and completeness.

Definition 2 (consistency and completeness). An operation of some
logic L is consistent and complete if its expected meaning agrees with seman-
tics, i.e., for all formulas f, g ∈ L:
1. M(f � g) = M(f) ∩ M(g)
2. M(f � g) = M(f) ∪ M(g)
3. M(¬f) = I \ M(f)
4. M(�) = I
5. M(⊥) = ∅
6. f � g ⇐⇒ M(f) ⊆ M(g)

From these definitions a logical context can now be defined, where a logic re-
places a set of attributes. However remind that logical formulas replace sets of
attributes, and not single attributes, as is demonstrated by the mapping from
objects to formulas that replaces the binary relation.

Definition 3 (logical context). A logical context is a triple K = (O, L, d),
where:

– O is a finite set of objects,
– L is a logic equiped with at least disjunction �, contradiction ⊥, and sub-

sumption � as consistent and complete operations. Because these 3 opera-
tions are consistent and complete, this logic can equivalently be seen as a
0-sup-semilattice, whose ordering is �, bottom is ⊥, and join operation is �.

– d ∈ O → L maps each object o ∈ O to a single formula d(o) ∈ L, its logical
description.

This definition is a slight weakening of the original definition [FR00] (conjunc-
tion and tautology operations are no more required as they have no consequence
on the concept lattice); and it is similar to the definition of a pattern struc-
ture [GK01] (except disjunction is denoted by � instead of �, and no logical
interpretation is given1). The disjunction � plays the role of set intersection ∩
in FCA, which is normal as a consistent and complete disjunction returns the
most specific common subsumer of two formulas. So, in the case formulas are
sets of attributes, disjunction is defined as ∩; and in the case formulas are Prolog
terms, disjunction is defined as anti-unification [Plo70].

1 In logic, disjunction is usually denoted by ∨ or �.
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Galois connections can then be defined on logical contexts, enabling us to
go from formulas to sets of objects (their extent), and from sets of objects to
formulas (their intent).

Lemma 1. Let K = (O, L, d) be a logical context. The pair (ext , int), defined by

ext(f) = {o ∈ O | d(o) � f} for every f ∈ L
int(O) =

⊔
{d(o) | o ∈ O} for every O ⊆ O

is a Galois connection between P(O) and L: O ⊆ ext(f) ⇐⇒ int(O) � f .

From there, concepts, the concept lattice, and its labelling are defined as usual,
only replacing sets of attributes by formulas where necessary. However, we do
not detail them in this paper as we here focus on expressing and distinguishing
negation, opposition, and possibility in formulas and in the subsumption relation,
which determines extents, which determine in turn the concept lattice.

2.2 The Logic All I Know

In computer science, epistemic aspects in logic have often been discussed under
the term Closed World Assumption (CWA). CWA says that every fact that
cannot be deduced from a knowledge base can be considered as false, contrary to
the open world assumption, which says that such a fact is neither true, nor false.
This often leads to the notion of non-monotonous reasoning, i.e., the addition of
knowledge can make false a fact that was previously true by CWA.

There exists several formalisms for handling CWA, but all of them ex-
cept the logic All I Know (AIK) are non-monotonous [Lif91, DNR97, Moo85,
McC86, Lev90]. However logics to be used in the framework of Logical Con-
cept Analysis (LCA) must form at least a partial ordering, and so, must
have a monotonous subsumption relation. In fact, CWA should be applied
locally on the formulas used to describe objects rather than globally on
the knowledge base. The logic AIK precisely defines such an operation, a
modal operator O. Moreover it has been established that this logic covers
all non-monotonous formalisms cited above (see [Che94] for correspondences
between these formalisms), and a proof method exists for its propositional
version [Ros00].

The logic AIK [Lev90] is essentially a modal logic [Bow79], to which the two
modal operators N and O have been added2. The formula language of AIK is
defined as the propositional language Prop, whose atomic propositions belong
to an infinite set Atom, and connectors are 1 (tautology), 0 (contradiction), ∧
(conjunction), ∨ (disjunction), and ¬ (negation). It is extended by the modal
operators K, N and O. The five logical operations (�, �, ¬, �, ⊥) are simply
realized by the connectors of the language (resp. ∧, ∨, ¬, 1, 0).

A Kripke semantics is given to AIK. Given a set of worlds W , interpretations
are couples (w, R), where w ∈ W is a world, and R ⊆ W × W is an accessibility
2 The basic modal operator is K. Sometimes modal logics are presented as having

the two modal operators � and ♦, which are in fact equivalent to respectively K
and ¬K¬.
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relation between worlds. More precisely, each world defines a valuation of atoms
in Atom by boolean values {TRUE, FALSE}. The “is a model of” relation
between interpretations and formulas is then defined as follows.

Definition 4 (semantics). Let w be a world, and let R be an accessibility rela-
tion that is both transitive3 and euclidean4. A Kripke structure (w, R) is a model
of a formula φ ∈ AIK , which is denoted by (w, R) |= φ, iff the following condi-
tions are satisfied (R(w) denotes the set of successor worlds of w through R):

1. (w, R) |= a iff w(a) = TRUE, where a ∈ Atom ;
2. (w, R) |= 1 iff true, i.e., for every (w, R) ;
3. (w, R) |= 0 iff false, i.e., for no (w, R) ;
4. (w, R) |= ¬φ1 iff (w, R) �|= φ1 ;
5. (w, R) |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iff (w, R) |= φ1 and (w, R) |= φ2 ;
6. (w, R) |= φ1 ∨ φ2 iff (w, R) |= φ1 or (w, R) |= φ2 ;
7. (w, R) |= Kφ1 iff for every w′ ∈ R(w), (w′, R) |= φ1 ;
8. (w, R) |= Nφ1 iff for every w′ /∈ R(w), (w′, R) |= φ1 ;
9. (w, R) |= Oφ1 iff for every w′, w′ ∈ R(w) iff (w′, R) |= φ1.

The logic AIK can be equiped with a subsumption relation, which enables
us to compare object descriptions and queries, for instance in the defini-
tion of extents. An axiomatization of AIK [Lev90] provides a consistent
and complete algorithm for computing the subsumption relation �AIK . The
logic LAIK = (AIK , ∧, ∨, ¬, 1, 0, �AIK) can then be defined according to Defini-
tion 1. Given its semantics defined above, this logic also forms a complete lattice,
whose ordering is �AIK , meet and join operations are respectively ∧ and ∨, and
top and bottom are respectively 1 and 0. This makes it applicable to LCA. In
order to ease the understanding of modal operators, we provide the following
lemma (a proof is available in [Fer02], p. 86).

Lemma 2. If φ ∈ AIK and WR(φ) = {w|(w, R) |= φ} is the set of worlds
where φ is true, then for every structure (w, R):
1. (w, R) |= Kφ iff R(w) ⊆ WR(φ);
2. (w, R) |= N¬φ iff R(w) ⊇ WR(φ);
3. (w, R) |= Oφ iff R(w) = WR(φ).

This lemma shows that what counts in a model (w, R) of a modal formula is
neither the initial world w, nor the accessibility relation itself, but the set of
successor worlds R(w). So modal formulas Mφ (M ∈ {K, N¬, O}) can be inter-
preted as sets of models of φ, rather than individual models of φ. For instance,
the modal formula Kφ represents some subsets of WR(φ), in which at least φ,
but not only φ is always true: Kφ can be read ”at least φ”. Dually, the modal
formula N¬φ can be read ”at most φ”, and the modal formula Oφ, which is
semantically equivalent to Kφ∧N¬φ from definition 4, can be read ”exactly φ”
or ”all I know is φ” (hence the name AIK [Lev90]).

3 A relation R is transitive iff ∀w, w′, w′′ : wRw′ and w′Rw′′ implies wRw′′.
4 A relation R is euclidean iff ∀w, w′, w′′ : wRw′ and wRw′′ implies w′Rw′′.
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3 Ambiguity in the Interpretation of Negation

In this section we exhibit an ambiguity that lies in the interpretation of negation,
when it is available in the logic. Practically, in information retrieval, the problem
is that we get unsatisfactory answers (i.e., extents) to queries with negation. In
order to show the problem more concretely, let us consider a logical context K =
(O, LProp, d), where LProp is the propositional logic (the same as AIK but with
no modal operators). Let say objects are persons, and atoms are properties of
these persons (e.g., young, rich). Describing objects then consists in expressing
the knowledge one has about person properties. Let say one person of the context,
Alice, is young, unhappy, and rich or smart. This can be represented by giving
to object Alice the description young ∧ ¬happy ∧ (rich ∨ smart). Such a context
can exhibit two “anomalies” w.r.t. our intuition, for every queries q, q′ ∈ Prop:

1. ext(q)∪ ext(¬q) � O: an object can satisfy neither a query, nor its negation.
Example: Alice is not an answer of any of the queries tall and ¬tall : so one
cannot retrieve persons who are not known as tall.

2. ext(q ∨ q′) � ext(q) ∪ ext(q′): an object can satisfy q ∨ q′ while satisfying
neither q, nor q′.
Example: Alice is an answer to the query rich ∨ smart , but neither to the
query rich, nor smart : so one cannot retrieve persons who are either known
as rich or known as smart.

These anomalies come from the fact that formulas, rather than interpreta-
tions, are used to describe objects. In relational databases and object-oriented
databases, these anomalies do not exist because objects are described by sets of
valued attributes letting no ambiguity in their interpretation. On the contrary,
formulas generally do not have a unique interpretation but a set of models. When
an object description has several models, there are always at least 2 of them that
disagree w.r.t. a query q: one satisfies q while the other satisfies ¬q, which causes
the anomaly 1. Similarly, even if all models satisfy q ∨ q′, some may satisfy ¬q,
and others ¬q′, which causes the anomaly 2. But interpretations cannot be used
in practice because they are in general infinite, and we do not want to use them
because they are not flexible enough. For example, in databases, they tend to
force users to give a value to every attribute. With formulas, a finite set of
relevant descriptors can be chosen among a large or infinite set (open language).

In fact, the expected interpretation of boolean operators in queries is generally
extensional, i.e., logical operations on formulas (conjunction, disjunction, and
negation) are expected to match set operations on extents (intersection, union,
and complement); while they are fundamentally intensional in descriptions. In
the intensional interpretation, negation can be understood as opposition, like the
opposition that exists between “male” and “female”: some things are neither
male nor female. Now disjunction should be understood as undetermination,
like knowing that something has a sex; one can know that something has a sex
without knowing whether it is male or female.

Both kinds of negation are present in natural languages. In English, the gram-
matical word “not” is the extensional negation. Indeed everything is either happy
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or not happy, hot or not hot. The intensional negation is not so obvious in En-
glish as it can be realized either by various prefixes (as in happy/unhappy, le-
gal/illegal), or by a totally different word (hot/cold, tall/small). However there
are languages, like Esperanto [JH93], where a unique prefix (in Esperanto, mal-)
is used to build all opposites, and thus becomes a grammatical element similar to
a logical connector (e.g., varma/malvarma, alta/malalta). In the following, when
translating formulas in English, we use this prefix “mal-” to build the opposites
instead of the normal english word in order to make opposition more visible (as
it is in the logical language with negation): e.g., tall/mal-tall.

Our objective is not to choose between extensional and intensional interpre-
tations, but to combine both in a same formalism. This requires distinguishing
occurences of negation as extensional or intensional. Considering a single prop-
erty “young” and only negation, we obtain 4 different queries: “young”, “not
young”, “mal-young” (i.e., “old”), and “not mal-young” (i.e., “not old”). The
logic should also recognize the two subsumption relations that exist between
these formulas: “young” entails “not mal-young”, and “mal-young” entails “not
young” (non-contradiction law). Finally, only opposition is relevant in descrip-
tions because it should be enough not to say a person is young so as to retrieve
this person from the query “not young”. This is known as the Closed World
Assumption (CWA).

4 Distinguishing Negation and Opposition

As said in the introduction, the logic AIK (Section 2.2) enables us to apply the
Closed World Assumption (CWA) on individual object descriptions through the
modality O (“exactly”). The principle is to apply this modality on each object
description of a context K = (O, LProp, d), so as to obtain the context

K1 =def (O, LAIK , d1), such that d1(o) =def O(d(o)), for all o ∈ O.

For example the description of Alice in previous section becomes O(young ∧
¬happy ∧ (rich ∨ smart)).

In queries we propose to use the modality K (“at least”), and we claim that
negation has a different interpretation whether it is inside or outside the scope
of this modality: ¬K(young) means “is not young”, while K(¬young) means
“is mal-young”. So boolean operations are extensional outside modalities, and
intensional inside modalities. We do not consider the use of the modality O in
queries as it is unlikely that a user would ask for an object being “exactly q”.

We now show that the anomalies exhibited in Section 3 are solved, i.e., exten-
sional operations match set operations on extents (see proof in [Fer02], p. 88).

Theorem 1. Let q, q′ ∈ Prop be propositional formulas.

1. extK1(¬K(q)) = O \ extK1(K(q));
2. extK1(K(q) ∨ K(q′)) = extK1(K(q)) ∪ extK1(K(q′));
3. extK1(K(q) ∧ K(q′)) = extK1(K(q)) ∩ extK1(K(q′));
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These equalities are not verified when negation and disjunction appear inside
modalities. For example Alice is neither in the extent of K(tall), nor in the extent
of K(¬tall ), but she is in the extent of both ¬K(tall) and ¬K(¬tall ) (“Alice is
neither tall nor small”). Furthermore, Alice is in the extent of K(rich ∨ smart)
but neither in the extent of K(rich) nor in the extent of K(smart) (“Alice is
rich or smart but we do not know which”). This confirms that operations inside
modalities are intensional, whereas operations outside are extensional. Finally it
can be proved in AIK that for every propositional formula q:

– K(q) �AIK ¬K(¬q) (“is q” entails “is not mal-q”),
– K(¬q) �AIK ¬K(q) (“is mal-q” entails “is not q”).

This shows there is a hierarchy between both negations; opposition is more
specific than extensional negation.

5 Distinguishing Certainty and Possibility

In previous section we applied the Closed World Assumption (CWA) on object
descriptions so that everything not true in a description is considered as false.
For example, Alice is now considered as “not tall” (d1(Alice) �AIK ¬K(tall))
because her description is not subsumed by “tall” (d(Alice) �� tall). This assumes
we have a complete knowledge about objects. However we sometimes have only
incomplete knowledge about objects. In this case, some property that is not true
in a description may still be possible. In the example, as the description of Alice is
subsumed neither by “tall” nor by “small” (“mal-tall”), Alice may be everything
among “tall”, “mal-tall”, and “neither tall nor mal-tall”.

Between these two extreme positions, a range of 5 intermediate positions can
be imagined, from the most incomplete to the most complete:

1. Alice is young and unhappy, and may have any other property;
2. Bob is young and unhappy, and may be rich and smart;
3. Charlie is young and unhappy, and may be either rich or smart but not both;
4. David is young and unhappy, and may be rich;
5. Edward is young and unhappy (and has no other property).

Edward corresponds to previous section, where a property is either true or false.
In other cases, we want to distinguish certain properties and possible proper-
ties. For example David is certainly young, possibly rich, and certainly not tall;
whereas Edward is certainly not rich. In the rest of this section, we adapt the
logic AIK and its use in order to distinguish and represent “(certainly) true”,
“possibly true”, “possibly false”, and “(certainly) false”.

5.1 First Solution with AIK

In a combination of certain and possible facts certain facts represent some kind of
minimum of what is true, while possible facts represent a kind of maximum. Now
Lemma 2 shows that the modalities K and N¬ in AIK can be read respectively
“at least” and “at most”.
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So we propose the following representation of above descriptions in AIK,
before showing they are not fully satisfying:

1. d(Alice) = K(young ∧ ¬happy) ∧ N¬(0): at least young and unhappy, and
at most everything;

2. d(Bob) = K(young ∧¬happy)∧N¬(young ∧¬happy ∧ rich ∧ smart): at least
young and unhappy, and at most young, unhappy, rich, and smart;

3. d(Charlie) = K(young∧¬happy )∧(N¬(young∧¬happy∧rich)∨N¬(young∧
¬happy ∧smart)): at least young and unhappy, and at most young, unhappy,
and rich, or young, unhappy, and smart;

4. d(David) = K(young ∧¬happy)∧N¬(young ∧¬happy ∧rich): at least young
and unhappy, and at most young, unhappy, and rich;

5. d(Edward ) = K(young ∧ ¬happy) ∧ N¬(young ∧ ¬happy): at least and at
most young and unhappy, i.e., exactly young and unhappy (what can be
represented equivalently by O(young ∧ ¬happy)).

In order to verify whether these descriptions correspond to what we want, we
draw the following table where the lines are the 5 descriptions, the columns are
different queries q, and a cell is marked + if the description is subsumed by Kq,
by − if it is subsumed by ¬Kq, and empty otherwise.

�AIK young ¬young ¬happy rich smart rich ∧ smart tall
d(Alice) + +
d(Bob) + − + −

d(Charlie) + − + − −
d(David) + − + − − −

d(Edward ) + − + − − − −

If we read a query K(X) as “X is (certainly) true”, and a query ¬K(X) as “X
is (certainly) false”, then the above table matches our expectations. The cells
where neither K(X), nor ¬K(X) are satisfied can be read as “X is possibly
true/false, but is not certainly true/false”.

However descriptions d(Alice) to d(David ) exhibit two problems. Firstly, ob-
jects Alice to David satisfy neither K(rich), nor ¬K(rich), what triggers the
anomaly 1 (see Section 3) in spite of the presence of the modality K. This implies
that possible facts cannot be represented, and so we cannot retrieve persons who
“may be rich”. Secondly, the query ¬young is possible for Alice whereas young
is true: i.e., “Alice is young, but may be old”. This is obviously a contradiction.
We handle these two problems by a generalization of the logic AIK [Fer01].

5.2 Generalization of AIK

As the first problem is similar to the problem in Section 3, it is tempting to apply
the solution in Section 4, i.e., to encapsulate descriptions in the modality O, and
queries in the modalities K and ¬K. Descriptions are then in the form

O(K(d0) ∧ (N¬(d1) ∨ . . . ∨ N¬(dn))), with n ∈ N, ∀i ∈ 0..n : di ∈ Prop.
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Unfortunately all formulas in this form have no model, and so are contradictions
(see Example 2 of Section 2 in [Ros00]). So, AIK is not a direct answer to our
problem, and we propose in the following two successive adaptations of AIK in
order to solve it.

Similarly to the formula O(young ∧ rich) that enables us to reason about the
set of models of young ∧ rich as if it would be a single model, we would like that
the formula O(K(young) ∧ N¬(young ∧ rich)) enables us to reason on the set
of models of K(young) ∧ N¬(young ∧ rich), i.e., on the set of structures (w, R)
such that WR(young ∧ rich) ⊆ R(w) ⊆ WR(young) (see Lemma 2). To this
end, it is necessary that the set R(w) depends on the world w, so as to keep
the multiplicity of interpretations of incomplete descriptions. This is why we
propose to adapt the logic AIK by removing any condition on the accessiblity
relation in Definition 4. The logic AIK can then be seen as an ordinary modal
logic, where the modality K is defined on accessible worlds R(w), while the
modality N is defined on unaccessible worlds W \ R(w), and the modality O is
simply a combination of both (Oφ =def Kφ∧N¬φ). Now a family of logics can
be derived by applying various conditions on the accessibility relation, as this
is already done for modal logics [Bow79]. For example, the usual logic AIK has
a transitive and euclidean accessibility relation, and so could be renamed K45-
AIK; while our adaptation has an arbitrary relation, and so could be nammed
K-AIK.

Definition 5 (logic K-AIK). The semantics of the logic K-AIK is defined as
in Definitions 4, except there is no condition on the accessibility relation.

In the logic K-AIK, knowledge is stratified because the accessibil-
ity relation is neither transitive nor euclidean. The object descrip-
tion O(d(David )) = O(K(young ∧ ¬happy) ∧ N¬(young ∧ ¬happy ∧ rich)) is no
more contradictory, and it can be read at three levels of knowledge: a model of

1. young ∧ ¬happy is a world w′′ satisfying the proposition young ∧ ¬happy ;
2. K(young∧¬happy )∧N¬(young∧¬happy∧rich) is a world w′ such that R(w′)

is included in the set of models of young ∧ ¬happy , and contains all models
of young ∧ ¬happy ∧ rich ;

3. O(K(young ∧ ¬happy) ∧ N¬(young ∧ ¬happy ∧ rich)) is a world w such
that R(w) is the set of all models of K(young ∧ ¬happy) ∧ N¬(young ∧
¬happy ∧ rich).

So this description expresses the complete knowledge about the incomplete
knowledge about the object David : “all I know about this person is that he
is young and unhappy, and he may be rich as well”. The logic K-AIK allows for
the following subsumption relation.

Example. O(d(David )) �K−AIK

K(K(young)) ∧ K(¬K(¬young)) ∧ ¬K(K(rich)) ∧ ¬K(¬K(rich)). �

If the outermost K is read “I know”, then we can translate the above entailment
as “I know that David is young, and that he is not mal-young, but I do not
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know whether he is rich or not”. So K(K(q)) represents (certainly) true facts,
and K(¬K(q)) represent (certainly) false facts. Formulas ¬K(¬K(q)), which
can be read as “I do not know that not q”, represents possibly true facts, and
similarly formulas ¬K(K(q)) represent possibly false facts. This solves the first
problem about the representation of possible facts.

The first problem is now solved, but the second is not because ¬young (“mal-
young”) is judged as a possible fact for the object Alice whereas young is judged
as true. This means there is a contradiction somewhere. In order to remove this
contradiction, we try to exclude models (w′, R) at the 2nd level of knowledge such
that R(w′) = ∅. This implies that in the description d(Alice), the part N¬(0)
does not mean “at most everything”, but rather “at most everything provided it
is not contradictory”. Technically this is obtained by requiring the accessibility
relation to be serial5, which enforces every world to have at least one successor
world: the result is the logic KD-AIK.

Definition 6 (logic KD-AIK). The semantics of the logic KD-AIK is defined
like in Definition 4, except the accessibility relation must be serial.

This time we obtain the expected subsumption for Alice, with ¬young being
judged as (certainly) false, whereas rich remains possibly true/false.

Example. O(d(Alice)) �KD−AIK

K(K(young)) ∧ K(¬K(¬young)) ∧ ¬K(K(rich)) ∧ ¬K(¬K(rich)). �

In summary we use a version of the logic AIK (KD-AIK) with two levels of
modalities in descriptions and queries. In descriptions the modality O is used at
the outermost level, while a combination of modalities K and N is used in order
to express certain and possible facts about object. In queries the modality K
is used at both levels, which implies that negations can occur at three levels.
From innermost to outermost levels the logical negation represents respectively
opposition, falsity, and possibility. It is noticeable that in order to distinguish
these three kinds of negations, there is need to introduce neither new connectors,
nor special semantics. A small variation of the logic AIK, which is itself a small
variation of well known modal logics, and appropriate combinations of modal
operators are sufficient. In the following section we generalize the application
of modal operators to other logics than propositional logic, and we introduce a
compact and more intuitive syntax in place of combinations of modal operators
and negations.

6 The Epistemic Extension of an Arbitrary Logic

Though the logic KD-AIK is suitable to the expression of opposition, negation,
and possibility, it has the drawback of being applicable only to contexts whose
facts are expressed in the propositional logic. So, we now define the epistemic

5 A relation R is serial iff ∀w : ∃w′ : wRw′.
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extension L2 (2 levels of modalities) of an arbitrary logic L = (L, �, �, ¬, �, ⊥, �)
(among those applicable in LCA) so as to enable us to distinguish between
opposition, falsity, and possibility.

The language L2 is defined by the following grammar, where L is the language
of formulas of L:

L2 −→ [L, L � . . . � L]
| !L
| ?L
| L and L | L or L | not L | true | false.

The correspondance of the first 3 derivations with AIK modalities is as follows:

– [d0, d1 � . . . � dn] −→ O(K(d0) ∧ (N¬(d0 � d1) ∨ . . . ∨ N¬(d0 � dn))): d0
represents all certain facts, while each d0 � di represents a maximum set of
possible facts;

– !q −→ K(K(q)): q is certainly true;

– ?q −→ ¬K(¬K(q)): q is possibly true.

A complete knowledge where every possible fact is also certain has the
form [d0, �], which can be shortened as [d0]. At the opposite, an incomplete
knowledge where every non-certain fact is possible has the form [d0, ⊥]. Boolean
operations have an extensional meaning, and enables us to express a certainly
false fact q as a not possibly true fact, i.e., by the formula not ?q, and a strictly
possibly true fact q (i.e., possible but not certain) by the formula ?q and not !q.
So not !q must be read “not certainly q”, i.e., “possibly not q”. Similarly, the
formula not ?q must be read “not possibly q”, and is equivalent to “certainly
not q” (i.e., “q is false”). These two equivalences are kinds of Morgan laws like
those that exist between conjunction and disjunction, between universal and ex-
istential quantifiers, and between modal operators � and ♦. Finally, opposition
does not appear in the above grammar as it is played by the negation of L (when
defined).

We now give the semantics of the language L2 as a function of the semantics
of L by using the Lemma 2. Moreover, as we use exactly 2 levels of modalities in
object descriptions and queries, only the set {R(w′) | w′ ∈ R(w)} semantically
matters in a structure (w, R). So interpretations in L2 are simply sets of sets of
interpretations of L.

Definition 7 (semantics). Let SL = (I, |=) be the semantics of a logic
L = (L, �, �, ¬, �, ⊥, �). The semantics SL2 = (I2, |=2) of the language L2 is
defined by (given that for all f ∈ L, ML(f) = {i ∈ I | i |= f}):

– I2 = 22I

;

– and for all i2 ∈ I2,
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i2 |=2

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

[d0, d1 | . . . | dn] iff i2 = {M ⊆ I | M ⊆ ML(d0),
∃k ∈ 1..n : M ⊇ ML(d0 � dk)}

!q iff ∀M ∈ i2 : M ⊆ ML(q)
?q iff ∃M ∈ i2 : M ⊆ ML(q)
Q and Q′ iff i2 |=2 Q and i2 |=2 Q′

Q or Q′ iff i2 |=2 Q or i2 |=2 Q′

not Q iff i2 �|=2 Q
true iff true, i.e., for all i2

false iff false, i.e., for no i2

We now have to verify that the anomalies in Section 3 are still solved, and that
the semantics of possible facts is like expected. This is demonstrated by the
following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let K = (O, L2, d) be a context, and di, d
′
i, q ∈ L and Q, Q′ ∈ L2

be formulas. If the subsumption � of L is consistent and complete, the following
equations are verified:
1. ext(!q) = {o ∈ O | d(o) = [d0, d1 | . . . | dn], d0 � q}
2. ext(?q) = {o ∈ O | d(o) = [d0, d1 | . . . | dn], ∃k ∈ 1..n : (d0 � dk) � q}
3. ext(Q and Q′) = ext(Q) ∩ ext(Q′)
4. ext(Q or Q′) = ext(Q) ∪ ext(Q′)
5. ext(not Q) = O \ ext(Q)
6. ext(all) = O
7. ext(none) = ∅

Proof: The following proofs use Definition 7 of the semantics of L2, and use a
lot the result that formulas in the form d = [d0, d1 | . . . | dn] have a single model

m(d) =def {M ⊆ I | M ⊆ ML(d0), ∃k ∈ 1..n : ML(d0 � dk) ⊆ M}. (1)

For conciseness, we omit to note the context K as indices of ext .
1. o ∈ ext(q) ⇐⇒ d(o) �2 q

⇐⇒ {m(d(o))} ⊆ {i2 ∈ I2 | ∀M ∈ i2 : M ⊆ ML(q)}
⇐⇒ ∀M ⊆ I : M ⊆ ML(d0)
and (∃k ∈ 1..n : ML(d0 � dk) ⊆ M) implies M ⊆ ML(q) (1)
⇐⇒ d0 � q: by contradiction, it is enough to consider the case where M =
ML(d0) knowing that d0 � dk � d0 for all k since L forms a lattice, and its
subsumption is consistent and complete

2. o ∈ ext(?q) ⇐⇒ d(o) �2?q
⇐⇒ {m(d(o))} ⊆ {i2 ∈ I2 | ∃M ∈ i2 : M ⊆ ML(q)}
⇐⇒ ∃M ⊆ I : M ⊆ ML(d0)
and (∃k ∈ 1..n : ML(d0 � dk) ⊆ M) et M ⊆ ML(q) (1)
⇐⇒ ∃k ∈ 1..n : ML(d0 � dk) ⊆ ML(d0)
⇐⇒ ∃k ∈ 1..n : d0 � dk � d0. (� is consistent and complete)

3. immediate from the Galois connection.
4. o ∈ ext(Q or Q′) ⇐⇒ d(o) �2 Q or Q′

⇐⇒ {m(d(o))} ⊆ ML2(Q or Q′) ⇐⇒ {m(d(o))} ⊆ ML2(Q) ∪ ML2(Q′)
⇐⇒ {m(d(o))} ⊆ ML2(Q) or {m(d(o))} ⊆ ML2(Q′)
⇐⇒ d(o) �2 Q or d(o) �2 Q′ ⇐⇒ o ∈ ext(Q) ∪ ext(Q′).
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5. o ∈ ext(not Q) ⇐⇒ d(o) �2 not Q
⇐⇒ {m(d(o))} ⊆ ML2(not Q) ⇐⇒ {m(d(o))} �⊆ ML2(Q)
⇐⇒ d(o) ��2 Q ⇐⇒ o /∈ ext(Q).

6. immediate from the Galois connection.
7. o ∈ ext(none) =⇒ d(o) �2 none

⇐⇒ {m(d(o))} ⊆ ∅: contradiction, hence ext(none) = ∅. �

It can be verified that Theorem 2.(4) solves the anomaly 2, and that Theo-
rem 2.(5) solves the anomaly 1. In fact operations in L2 (and, or, not, true,
false) have a fully extensional interpretation as they match exactly set opera-
tions on context extents (intersection, union, complement, the set of all objects,
the empty set). This theorem also generalizes Theorem 1 in two ways. Firstly,
the logic used for describing objects and elementary queries is arbitrary (among
those applicable to LCA), and not necessarily the propositional logic LProp.
Secondly, results apply to arbitrary queries in L2: variables Q and Q′ are not
restricted to the language L.

Finally, this theorem gives us a way to compute the answers of queries in L2,
provided we have a decision procedure for the subsumption � in L. We have thus
integrated epistemic knowledge in the querying process, and allowed distinction
between opposition, negation, and possibility.

7 Related Work

The issue of representing incomplete knowledge, and distinguishing between cer-
tain and possible facts has already been studied in the scope of Formal Concept
Analysis [Obi02, BH05]. They use 3-valued contexts which are similar to our dis-
tinction between true, possible, and false facts in object descriptions. They also
use compound attributes, which are in fact formulas in the propositional logic.
A first difference is that instead of having simple attributes we have formulas
of an almost arbitrary logic in descriptions and queries, e.g., propositions over
valued attributes. On the contrary they have only extensional operations, and
no intensional operations like opposition. Another difference is that they have
several derivation operators corresponding to the two modalities “certainly” and
“possibly”, which they respectively denote by � and ♦, and which we denote
in the epistemic extension (Section 6) by ! and ?. Instead we have only one
derivation operator ext that applies to any combination of modalities, and both
extensional and intensional operations. A more general difference is that they
use contexts as the semantics of Contextual Logic whereas we use logics and
their semantics right inside logical contexts.

The certainly and possibly valid implications defined by S. Obiedkov can be
represented as follows in our framework:

– an implication φ → ψ is certainly valid in a context K if every object that
possibly satisfies φ certainly satisfies ψ, i.e., extK(?φ) ⊆ extK(!ψ),

– an implication φ → ψ is possibly valid in a context K if every object that
certainly satisfies φ possibly satisfies ψ, i.e., extK(!φ) ⊆ extK(?ψ).
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Opposition has already been introduced as an alternative negation that respects
the law of contradiction (q ∧ ¬q), but not the law of excluded middle (q ∨ ¬q).
Indeed, nobody can be young and old at the same time, but somebody can
be neither young, nor old. In the scope of FCA, opposition appears first in
the double Boolean algebra [Wil00]. It is also introduced in Description Logics
through a new connector ∼, and an extended semantics [Kan05]. In both cases
a new connector is introduced, whereas we simply use the classical connector in
combination with modalities so as to obtain the logical properties of opposition.

8 Conclusion

To the best of our knowledge, our solution is the first that enables us to repre-
sent incomplete knowledge, and distinguish negation and opposition in a unique
formalism. The logic used to describe objects is let free, and its negation (if
defined) plays the role of opposition. Object descriptions contain certainly true
facts (opposites or not), and a disjunction of possibly true facts. If a fact does not
appear in a description it is considered as certainly false by CWA, which allows
for concise descriptions (remind that the language of facts is often infinite). This
is more expressive than 3-valued contexts as properties like “possibly either rich
or smart” can be represented. Moreover the subsumption of the logic AIK rec-
ognizes the hierarchy that exists between opposition, negation, and possibility
(from the most specific to the most general).

Surprisingly this result is achieved with no extension of the theory of LCA,
and a small variation of the logic AIK that is common place in modal logics. The
result comes from the right combination and interpretation of modal operators.
The danger of losing the genericity of LCA is escaped by the epistemic extension
of a logic that enables us to retain, and even extend its genericity. Indeed a
detailed study about the combination of logics [FR02] shows that, w.r.t. their
application in LCA, less properties are required on logics when this epistemic
extension is applied on them. In other words, the epistemic extension ensures
that a weak logic (having only consistent and partially complete subsumption)
gains all desired properties for LCA.

The epistemic extension is implemented as part of a toolbox of logic com-
ponents, Logfun (see www.irisa.fr/lande/ferre/logfun). It is systemati-
cally used in applications of Camelis, an implementation of logical information
systems [FR04], which can handle efficiently up to several 10,000 objects (see
www.irisa.fr/lande/ferre/camelis).
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